In Field Instrument Review
10/24/2015 - 12/12/2015

100342 - AST/Fairbanks - Instrument removed from service
- (1) RFI, (1) Gas Flow Error, (2) Static Analysis Errors

100344 - AST/Girdwood - No action taken
- RFI (5) 2/4 tests, Diagnostic Failed (1)

100346 - Fairbanks Airport Police - No action taken
- RFI (1), Interference (2)

100349 - Ketchikan PD - Requested ILMO be switched
- Standard Out of Range (4), Ambient Fail (1)

100351 - Anchorage PD - Out of service 11/18/2015 for detector overflow
- Interference (1), Tank Interference (1), Blank Error (1), Internal Standard Error (1), Detector Overflow (1)

100352 - AST/Bethel - Out of service 11/24/2015
- Blank Error (1)

100358 - UAA PD - No action taken
- Gas Flow Error (2) 2/4 tests, external standard running ~0.004 low on VOC and subject tests, only 4 tests in last 60 days

100364 - Anchorage PD - No action taken
- Interference (1), Tank Interference (9) - cluster between 12/09/2015 and 12/12/2015, Blank Error (1)

100367 - Kotzebue PD - Out of service 11/25/2015
- Interference (2), Standard Out of Range (4)

100368 - AST/Willow - No action taken
- Blank Error (2) - both on same test, not repeated

100370 - Homer PD - No action taken
- RFI (3)

100376 - Metlakatla PD - No action taken
- Blank Error (1), Ambient Fail (1)

100383 - Eielson AFB - In service 12/8/2015, out of service 12/14/2015
- Pump Error (1), Blank Error (1)

100387 - Fairbanks PD - No action taken
- Blank Error (1), Ambient Fail (1)

100391 - Wrangell PD - No action taken
- RFI (1)

100395 - Anchorage PD - No action taken
- Ambient Fail (1)

100398 - Seward PD - No action taken
- RFI (6) 33% of tests, RFI followed by completed test

100404 - Anchorage PD - No action taken
- Ambient Fail (1)

100421 - JBER - No action taken
- Blank Error (1), Standard Out of Range (1), Ambient Fail (2), Internal Standard Error (1) — all except blank error occurred with the same subject and haven’t been duplicated.

100422 — JBER — No action taken
- RFI (1)

100423 — Fort Wainwright — No action taken
- RFI (1)

100424 — Eielson AFB — Out of service 12/8/2015
- RFI (5)

100665 — AST/St. Mary’s — No action taken
- Diagnostic Failed (1) — followed by a completed test and not duplicated

100673 — NSBPD — No action taken
- Pump Error (1)

100677 — Bethel PD — No action taken
- (1) Static Analysis error — not replicated

100683 — AST/Glennallen — Monitoring instrument while in service
- RFI (2), Tank Interference (2) — on VOCs, 2 failed, one successful.

100688 — AST/Soldotna — Requested ILMO be switched
- RFI (1), Tank Interference (2), Standard Out of Range (2), Ambient Fail (1)

100690 — Sitka PD — No action taken
- Blank Error (1)

100695 — Wasilla PD — No action taken
- RFI (4), Pump Error (2)

100697 — Mat-Su West — Monitoring instrument while in service
- RFI (7) — 33%, Clustered in two weeks of November

100700 — Soldotna PD — No action taken
- RFI (1)